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Eastern
celebrates
Homecoming
Eastern celebrated its 57th Homecoming last Saturday with a
variety of gala events.
Jill Wetmore was crowned queen at the football game in which
the Eagles notched their first win of the season over Montana Tech
38-0.
'
Quarterback Steve White set an EWU record by completing 16 of
18 passes, an 88 .9 percent completion rate.
Friday evening, a large crowd turned out for a pre-game rally and
bonfire at the Woodward Field parking lot. Football coach Dick
Zornes attended along with several Eastern football players.
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Easlern's 1983 Homecoming royally, pictured from left to right, are third runner-up Leslie Ann Friese, second runner-up Michele Heffron, first runner-up Vivian LaFrancoeur and Queen Jill Wetmore, being congratulated by 1982 Queen Suzette Carlson.
(Staff photo by Doreen Bienz)

Saturday evening, Spokane's Davenport Hotel was the site of
Eastern's Homecoming dance featuring the music of "Rendevous"
and "Macrowave." Attendance was estimated at about 1,000.
Earlier Saturday, floats and marching bands accompanied Eagle
royalty throughout the streets of Cheney in a stunning and colorful
display of parading elegance.
Homecoming princesses were first runner-up Vivian Lafrancoeur, representing Delta Chi; second runner-up Michele Heffrom,
representing Colhecon; and third runner-up Leslie Ann Friese,
representing Phi Eta Sigma. Queen Jill Wetmore represented Morrison Hall.
See pages 2 and 8 for related feature and game stories.
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State advises Spokane center purchase
By Robert Siler

Associate Editor
After a year of uncertainty and
argument, problems with the funding of Eastern's downtown
Spokane center seem headed for
resolution. A report issued by the
state Office of Financial Management last week recommends that
Eastern delay the remodeling of
Sutton Hall and use the money to
buy the downtown building.
That report will be considered
by the Legislature in January, and
early indications are that the
recommendations will be accepted, said President H. George
Frederickson.
Problems with the center arose
soon after the building was acquired last October. Working
behind the scenes, school administrators and members of the
board of trustees arranged for the
sale of the old Farm Credit Bank
to the EWU Foundation and for a
lease/purchase agreement with
the Foundation to use the
building for Spokane classes.
Legislators
expressed
displeasure thar Eastern didn't
ask the state to fund the building

before an agreement was-reached,
and other schools in the area protested what they saw as an intrusion to their Spokane base of support.
The Administration,
anticipating that the Legislature
might not provide money for the
lease agreement, delayed the
Pence Union Building expansion
project in case that money was
needed, prompting threats of
lawsuits from the student government.
That issue was settled last spring when the Legislature approved funding for the Spokane center
for one year, thus freezing up the
PUB project money.
The legislature still had to consider the future funding and control of the center. They commissioned the OFM to study
Spokane's higher education
needs, possibilites for cooperation among area schools, and the
Spokane center.
Some speculation existed that
WSU might share control of the
building, but the report dispelled
that idea. Citing Eastern's present
sole use of the facility and the

orher area tolleges current limited
need for a downtown spot, the
report recommends that Eastern
purchase the buiding and rename
it the EWU Spokane Center.
The report also concludes that
while the building acquisition occur red without appropriate
legislative and executive review,
Eastern's Board of Trustees did
not overstep the bounds of their
authority in entering the lease
purchase agreement.
To deal with similar situations
in the future, the report recommends that the state set up further
guidelines for entering into lease
agreements. A 75-day advance
notification rule was put into effect last December, the report
said.
Eastern should purchase the
building rather than continue
leasing it because the lease terms
are not favorable to the state, the
report said. Because of the current amount of space available,
·the state's obligation for funding
and the need for further remodeling of the Spokane center, it
would be more favorable for the
building to be. purchased im-

mediately,-the·r-eportsaid .. - .. . _.· and . rigid .·,pro;c-eclures. New
This should be done by delayguidelines should be in place by
ing the Sutton Hall renovation,
the time the offices are ready to
the report said. If that project was
move. "In one sense we're buying
deferred, about $2.25 million
time for the committee to finish
its objectives," Frederickson
would be available. The state
could make up the rest of the pursaid.
chase price with an $822,000 ap...continued on page 12
propriation, the report suggested.
Bert Shaber, chairman of the
Board of Trustees, said that
recommendation for EWU to
purchase the building now was "a
good decision. I hate to see the
delay in renovation of Sutton
A suspect in the Streete r
Hall," he said , "but the Spokane
assaults turned himself in to procenter has a higher priority."
secutors last Thursda y as exFrederickson said the Sutton
pected. University Police said.
Hall project would probably be
The 16-year-old juvenile was
delayed two years . As the plan
fingerprinted and photographed
now stands the student-serving after surrendering to authorities.
offices in Showalter Hall would
It is expected that he will be fo rbe moved to the remodeled Sutton mally charged next week a fter
Hall and classroom spaces opened prosecutors decide wh ich charges
up in Showalter .
io bring against him, police said.
The delay may have some blessThe suspect could possibl y be
ings, however. The joint select 'charged with first-degree assault.
committee on student services has indecent liberties, and robber y
begun studying ways to eliminate stemming from the first Oct . 2 ir,the "Showalter Shuffle," a situa- cident, police said.
tion that occurs when students
The suspect was later releasd
meet up with duplicated services into the custody of his parents.

Suspect
surrenders

JFK security: Ten years of savings .
By Sandy Kra.use

Staff Writer
If you have ever felt your
privacy has been invaded while
walking through the detectors at
the entrance to the library, imagine having to go through a
manual search through your
belongings. Until ten years ago,
this was standard procedure every
time you went out of the library.
But ten years ago the members
of the library board decided to install the 3M "Tattle Tape" security system.
The decision was made in an effort to benefit both students and
faculty. The security system
would save time and minimize the
losses that are incurred from

missing books, said University
librarian Charles Baumann.
In the years before 1969, there
was no security system involved,
and from 1969 to 1973 there was a
manual search. Bauman said the
practice of the manual search was
disliked and obnoxious and only
lowered the 6 percent book loss
rate to 3 percent. The new system
has lowered the loss rate to approximately one-half pen.:cnt,
saving the school many dollars,
Baumann said. The system is impartial, and can search through
bags and belongings without
opening the bags, thereby
speeding up the process for
everyone. These are but a few of
the many advantages this system
has ~en bringing us for ten years,

he said.
In 1973 the system cost about
$40,000 and by 1976 the system
had already paid for itself, said
Baumann. Th"is summer the
system was upgraded to make it
more easily accessible to the handicapped. Not only are the gates
more ,convenient than the
previous turnstile , but the dual
gate system has minimized traffic
congestion at peak periods.
Although the system has had
breakdowns, there has been an
improved mainenance program
since the system was installed. For
the most part, the people who are
"caught" in the system have
mistakenly placed the book in a
bag or briefcase, and embarrassment is the usual outcome.

Most people prefer the' JFK library's electronic security system to the
manual search system used 10 years ago.

(Staff photo by Brad Garrison)
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Internships can
extend learning
By Kalene Phillips

Staff Writer
Their faces are familiar at the
mayor's office in Spokane.
Two Eastern students, Phillip
Terrill and Richard Myers spend
countless hours there earning college credits while completing a
computer program and simplified
manual for city governments.
Terrill and Myers are among
about 120 students who secure internships each quarter through
the Center for Extended Learning, said Pat Horner, co-op coordinator.
Various internships link education and work experience and acquaint students with the functions
of a particular business of agency.
An internship may help the student decide their major, identify
what skills need refining or what
courses they need, Horner said.
Sometimes students continue
working with the employer, or, in
the case of Terrill, work with the
employer and the incoming intern
to complete their work.
Terrill and Myers recently put
together an exhibit for a four-

state conference at Cavanaugh's
Inn at the Park when government
officials met to share knowledge
and discuss city government.
Their exhibit, the Computerized Financial Trend Monitoring
System, explained computer programs and how they will facilitate
city government financial planning.
"The city needed the work
done. These students took on the
whole project and are completing
it. It's incredible," said Horner.
There are many opportunities
for students, Horner said. About
250 listings per quarter range
from entry level internships to the
paraprofessional level.
"The Center for Extended
Learning helps a lot of people get
exposure to the kind of work they
want to be involved in," said
Myers. It would be impossible to
trade his experience at the
mayor's office for any class, he
said.
Further information concerning internships is available in
Hargreaves Hall, Rm. 209,
telephone 359-2402.

Employers catalogued
Job seekers may find some help
in a copy of the Spokane Area
Emloyer Directory scheduled for
release this week by Eastern' s student employment office.
''This may be a first in the
state," said Gloria Grant, student
employment coordinator.
The publication's three sections
give detailed information on
resume writing and interviewing,

an alphabetical listing of 325
companies and a cross reference
between career fields and
employers, Grant said.
The booklet culminates a sixmonth effort and will be a good
resource for students, she said.
Students may purchase the
booklet in Showalter 310 for $5,
non-students for $7 .50.

Three members of the Delta Chi rally club scantily celebrate an EWU score against Montana Tech
last Saturday. Members say it may become a touchdown tradition. Pictured, from left, are Troy Emmets, C .J. Pierce, and Glenn Adams.
(Staff photo by Doreen Bienz)

Rally club:members
show their support
By Robert Siler
Associate Editor
Most people take off their
clothes sometime during the day-at least to bathe or sleep. But it's
not often that you find anyone
doing it at a football game.
A few members of the Delta
Chi rally club are exceptions .
After each Eastern touchdown
or field goal at last Saturday's
game, four or five of the hardier
members of the-rally club stripped
to their skivvies, ran to the endzone, and did pushups as a "show
of support" to the team .
While this brief display of team
spirit may have shocked some of
Eastern's fans, Delta Chi's social
director, Ron Yenney, says he

thinks it accomplished its main
purposJ--to help liven up the
usually quiet crowds at EWU
football games.
Last week's game was the inaugural event for the rally club,
Yenney said . A week-long
membership drive brought about
100 new members to the Delta Chi
house for a pre-game function.
Then the group headed for
Woodward Field and gathered in
the stands at the thirty yard line.
The club helped the band and
cheerleaders in several cheers,
along their brand of spirited
calist~enics.
Although the rally club's
membership drive didn't create as
big a turnout as was expected,

Yenney said he thought it was
successful. "We brought out
almost I 00 people ourselves, out
of a total crowd of about 2300,"
Yenney said.
Yenney said the rally club will
continue to function into winter
quarter and basketball season .
"We're working to build the support that Eastern athletics
deserves as a major university,"
he said.
No specific activities have been
set yet for future games, he said,
but added that Delta Chi will be
considering a lot. of differend
ideas. One possibility could be a
tailgate party and parking 101 rally at Joe Albi stadium in Spokane
before the Oct. 29 game with
Long Beach State, he said.

United Way in 50th year
I

Faculty and administration at
Onf local group that has
Eastern are once again being ask- benefited from United Way
ed to show their support for the assistance is Exploring. Through
United Way as that organization the combined support of the
enters its 50th year of serving the Unit~d Way and Eastern
inland Empire.
Was1'ington University a local
The motto for this year's cam- computer training chapter of Expaign is "When you need plori~g was established in
us ... we'll be there ."
Cheney.
Funds collected go directly to
M~ke Maxson, a graduate of
one of 57 services supported by Eastern, helped set up the comthe United Way.
putef exploring post in Cheney.

Come in for your complimentary
cup of our coffee
10-25% discount on many items
Open M -TH 7:30 AM-8 PM
F
7:30AM-10PM
Sat 10 AM -10 PM

Farmer's & Merchant's Center
1861 First St.

Pic·k up :vour

He says the post offers youth in
this area an opportunity to receive
experience with computers which
is so vital in today's job market.
' 'There is a very strong giving
tradition here at Eastern," said
EWU President H. George
Frederickson . " We' re blessed to
be working in a comfortable environment while others are not so
for tunate."

FREE

SOUVENIR
_ _ _ All Cpntinent Travel _ ____
Your Only Compu~erized Travel Service in Cheney
.....- - - - - - - - -,Room 219- P U B - - - - - - - - Make Your/Holiday Reservations Now!

359·6 34

. 235-5760 ·

Served from I0:30 a.m.-2: 15 p .m.
Thurs., Oct. 20 Cr. Potato Soup, Gr.Turkey Chs S., Beef & Mshrm
Cass, Pizza Sld Plt, Diced Carrots, Salad Bar, Wht
& Crk Wh Brd, PBtr Bars
Fri., Oct. 21

.,

ManHtn Clm Chd, Fishwich, Rst Beef Hash, Fruit
Sld Pit, Cut Gm Beans, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd,
Choe. Pu4ding1 Oatmeal Cook.
Sat., Oct. 22
Orange Juice, Apri'cot Nectar, Asst.Cereal,
Hashbrowns, Hrd Ckd Eggs, Frd & Scrmb Eggs,
Sausage Link, Cinnamon Rolls, Fr. Toast/Syrup,
Toast/Jam, Chef Choice, Limited Sld Sel
Sun., Oct. ?3 Orange · Juice, Grape Juice, Asst. Cereal,
Has~rowns, Hrd Ckd Eggs, Fr & Scnnb Egg,
Bacon, Donuts, Pancake/Syrup, Toast/Jam, Chef
Choice, Limited Sld Sel
Mon., Oct. 24 Cr.Mshrm Soup, Tacos, Macaroni & Chse,
Bologna Salad, Corn, Salad Bar, Wht & WW Brd,
Snickerdoodles
Tues., Oct. 25 Bean· Soup, Meat Turnovers, Tex.Chicken Cass,
Spinach Salad, Zucchini, Salad Bar,, Wht & Rye
Brd, Coconut Crm Pud, Ginger Cooties
Wed., Oct. 26 Chkn Rice Soup, Pm.a, Reuben Pie, Chef Salad,
Fr. Sty Gr. Beans, Salad bar, Wht & WW Brd,
Choe. Chip Cookies

Pop $hoppe peeial Bacl< to School Deal

Buy 1 Ca!e 2 Get 1 Case·Free
Available at Exe II Foods
Ch1ney

·

· -· .

hr,_A Foods
Cheney
M~rshal I Mere.
SAV, Marshall .
1

29.9

cs. 24/10 oz.lease
With each case p rchased

Mix & Mate Your Favorites

C8'S8
+ Tax & Deposit
Oct. 20 '83
thru
Oct. 28 '83

I,

2 tree cups ot co\t.e
\n 10 o2. p\a.stic re~sa.ole cuP•
Good \Nni\e supp\1es \a.st.

fas\
oe\i"erl
Goodfree
at cnene1
1oca.tion onW.

NO coupon neces:>a.fj.

Good \Nnile suPP1,es \a.st.

®

*

Grand opening
saturdaY, oct. 22nd, troll\

fas\ ...free
oe\i\J8('/
ca\\ usi
235-2000
'\819 '\St St.
cnene~,~~
®

open tor Lunch
am-1am sun .-\nurs
11
11arn-2arn Fri .•sat.

11 am-SP"' at
1s79 1st st.
celebrate witl'I us\
'(ou're in"ited to ioin
oomino' s pizza tor a Grand
opening celebration.
sat. oct. 22nd
11 arn-5 pm at 1s79 1st St

cneneY WA-

world Brin9 your latnilY and
lriends . and \e\ us \rea\
you \O 11\ou\'1 wa\erin9 pizza,
tree gi1\S, con\es\s, and a
tiole \o\ 11\ore. it's on usl

rrom l',/\aine to 1-1awaii,
people wno lo"e piz.z.a
cnoose oomino' s pizza\ we
use tl"ie nnest tresl'I
ingredients , ba¼e to order,
and deli"er witnin-30
minutes . 1nat' s wl'IY we're
tne number one pizza
cteli"erv companY in tne

1111

FR££

2 rree cups ol co¼e witl'I
anY order Jus\ ~ski
ori\lers carry 1ess
$20
\nan
prices
dooono\ \nc\ude tax .

Jmited de\i"erv area.

1

fREE

t,\ot ~ir salloon Rides\
courtesy ot 1111011ies Etc., ctiene'}

.
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limited sense

Limited agenda
By Robert Siler
Associate Editor
At its Oct. 3 meeting, the
academic Senate voted to continue its limited agenda status,
only discussing those matters
dealing with shared governance.
It took this action to further
show its determination to settle the shared governance issue
which has been festering on
campus for several years.
While . shared governance
does deserve special consideration · by the faculty, the
Senate's lastest action is confusing and ineffective.
It seems designed as a
negative signal to the administration at a time when
cooperation is most needed.
And it raises the possibility
that important matters either
won't be discussed or will be
handled in committee--some

of which don't allow student made a motion to bring the
or administration represen- student vote issue to the
. academic senate--which is only
tatives to vote.
For the most part, the facul- supposed to listen to matters
ty decision seems ineffective. that do deal with shared gover· After resolving to discuss only nance.
shared governance matters,
Confusing and ineffective,
the Senate proceeded to define the decision is also a negative
just about everything else on sign to the administration at a
its agenda as dealing with time when administrators have
shared governance.
shown willingness to work
The decision is also confus- with faculty.
. ing. At last week's rules comAfter settling both the merit
mittee meeting, while discuss- pay and grievance procedure.
ing the loss of student votes on issues last spring, the adfaculty councils and commit- ministration deserves better
tee one member said it than to be given another
wouldn't look right to deny message that they can't be
student votes while debating trusted to negotiate without
shared governance with the added pressure.
administration.
While the Senate is willing
Another committee member to define everything they deal
said that, in his opinion, with as a shared governance
students weren't involved in issue, the business of the
the shared governance issue as university' will roll on. But
it was currently being defineq. what happens if stricter interYet this same faculty member pretations are made? Matters
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discussed in joint facultystudent committees won't be
passed on to the Senate for approval. They will either be
shelved or settled by the committee.
And without the opportunity for students on those committees to vote, students face
the prospect, no matter how
remote, that their rights may
be abused.
The Senate could instruct its
committees to discuss only
share governance issues--

1,

By taking this action, the
academic Senate is saying that
shared governance is so important that a special sign is needed. A more perfect sign would
be for the Senate to get back to
its business by following a
regular agenda and working
closely with students and administrators to make sure that
proper decisions are made on
all university/ matters.

Downtown center
takes priority
already enjoyed the services
offered by this facility as will
countless others in the future.
Before purchasing the
The Office of Financial Higher Education Center the
Management in Olympia is classes offered by Eastern in
recommending
Eastern Spokane were held in the
Washington University do seventh floor of the Bon Marsomething the school has been che Building. The conditions
telling our leaders in the state were ridiculously inadequate
capital we should do all along: for the needs of over 2,000
Purchase the Farm Credit students who took classes
Building
in
downtown there each quarter. The
Spokane for a higher educa- facilities were old, worn out
tion center.
and not condusive to a good
It is fortunate that our learning environment. The
school's leaders had the contract with the Bon was due
foresight to go ahead with the to run out and rather than
lease/ purchase of the building commit the University to the
rather than waiting. for this same conditions Eastern lookrecommendation. Thanks to ed for and found a new home
this foresight, the Higher for our Spokane operations.
Eastern now has its own
Education Center had been
housing classes since last spr- building in Spokane and it is a
building all the students of this
ing. ·
The Eastern Washington school can be proud of. There
University Foundation along are still problems to be worked
with EWU President H. out. Parking is di fficu lt to find
George
Frederickson and expensive when found,
for
daytime
negotiated with the former· especially
·owners of the building for students. The center needs a
over 14 mont.hs before an bookstore and the students
agreement was reached last who attend classes there
November. The negotiations deserve a larger voice in the
were conducted under the full spending ·of their service and
knowledge of state officials. activity fees. These problems
When the purchase was made, will hopefully be worked out
however. state leaders express- with the same determination
ed outrage that the proper that was displayed in the purchannels for the purchase may chase of the building.
The Office of Financial
not have been followed. They
were insulted that something Management also suggests
was done without their con- that a renovation project at
Sutton Hall be delayed to open
sent.
The way the government funds for the purchase of the
operates does not always make new building. This is unfor-

By Cal FitzSimmons
Editor

the best sense when it comes to
dealing in the business world.
Despite their objections the
deal was in the best interest of
this university.
The price was right, Eastern
had a definite need and to our
advantage a deal was made.
Thousands of students have

tunate but when priorities are
established the downtown
center has to rate above a stu·dent services project.
Student services can continue to operate in their pre-

sent

location

but

the

downtown center is an 'im-

mediate need.

The Easterner encourages responsible opinions and the discussion of issues, both on and off campus, in the form of letters to
the editor.
'
· Letters should be double-spaced and typewritten, with name
and phone number of the writer included. Letters without names
and phone numbers will not be printed.
The Easte,rner reserves the right to edit all letters, but only for
brevity. Bring letters to The Easterner office at room 119 in the
PUB or mail them to The Easterner, PUB 119, EWU, Cheney,
Washington, ·99004.
·

___________________________

(._

Faculty Advisor
Robert Alber

further restricting the amount
of work that will get done.
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Op-Ed
Dor• residents have trouble
agreeing with PUB -e xpansion
By Alice Kirkmire
Staff Writer
As a dorm resident, and a
freshman, I was deeply disturbed
by the approach taken by the
ASEWU in last week's Easterner.
Because I have the opportunity
to attend ASEWU council
meetings every week, I feel that I
have a basic idea about what is
being done with PUB expansion.
Put simply, dorm residents are
paying $62 a quarter to benefit
the proposed expansion of the
PUB. That's approximately $186
a year, which really adds up.
Until I received the survey from
residential life/dining services a
few weeks ago, I thought PUB expansion was a project that would
be beneficial to the entire student
body. Now, however, I don't
agree. Upon being told that I
would have over $ l00 deducted
from my room and board winter
term, I, as well as many other
residents, was thrilled, I could

practically feel that money in my
pocket.
Then I was informed last week
that the survey was being virtually
"ignored" by the council, and
that they had decided to attempt
to go ahead with the project.
Money never came and went so
fast. I didn't even have time to
spend it.
It has come to my attention that
maybe the student council has lost
track of what they want and what
students feel is important. I
wonder how many council
members are contriubuting $62 a
quarter to a project many dorm
residents may never see finished.
Or if they really care how much
it's already costing us for room
and board?
Since freshmen make up over
40 percent of the dorm population, I feel that it probably would
have been a wise move on the
council's part to make sure we
knew what PUB expansion was
and who it would benefit before a

Letters
Washington Student Lobby
To the Editor:

In response to Mr. FitzSimmons premise that Washington
Student Lobby is an ineffective
waste of students' money and
time, I would like to point out
some of the changes in the system
that WSL and student organizatior:is have been responsible for.
Consider House Bill 784; the
bill that devastated students with
an 18-credit surcharge, a
minimum 2-credit fee, changed
residency requirements to exclude
military and their dependents,
took away tuition waivers from
the handicapped, and hiked tuition. While this bill was becoming
law, Washington Student Lobby
and other student organizations
lobbied against it and as a result
legislators were convinced to pass
several bills that counteracted certain measures of HB 784.
Because of WSL and other student organizations, legislators
were convinced to institute House
Bill 334, · the residency Grandfather clause. This bill protects
students enrolled as residents as
of May 30, 1980 from being
reclassified as nonresidents.Without this bill many students
would be forced to withdraw
from school or pay exorbitant
non-resident fees. Ask these
students if the time and effort involved in influencing legislators
was worth it. Substitute House
Bill 848 was also a result of student lobbying. This bill extends
until 1989 the time Vietnam
veterans have to qualify for
reduced tuition rates. Again, ask
these students whe~her or not they
would support WSL. House Bill
409 was signed into law due to
student lobbying. It provides for
Washington and Oregon to exchange nonresident tuition
waivers.

Legislators and policy-makers
have indeed begun to listen to
,.students. The council for PostSecondary Education held public

survey was conducted. How many
freshmen had even heard that $62
of our room and \)oard was going
to this project before me moved
in? ls the council trying to hide
something from us?
Also, the only real benefit I see
to dorm residents is the improvement of dining facilities in the
PUB. How often will we use a
commuter lounge? Yet, we are
paying for it just the same.
After discussing the issue with
many other dorm residents I
found that I was not the only one
expressing negative views on this
subject. It would appear that
ASEWU is going to have a hard
time convincing dorm residnets
that PUB expansion is still a good
idea. I know they'll have a hard
time convincing me, and about 90
percent of the other dorm
residents.
Hey guys, you've got some fast
talking to do before Nov. 17.
Don't you think you'd better get
busy?

FitzSimmons
The right to
live and die

Among the usual mail addressed to The Easterner this week was a letter to the editor. It is normally the policy of this newspaper to print all
letters to the editor but an exception was made in this particular case.
The letter was postmarked Phoenix, Arizona, but actually came
from nearby Florence. To be more specific, the letter came from the
death row section of the prison that is located there. It seems this individual has spent the past five years as a condemned man. Apparently
the actions that put him in that position cost him the love and support
of not only his friends, but of his family as well. What he wanted from
The Easterner was publication of his desire to correspond with persons
on this campus. In other words, he is lonely.
One has to wonder about the feelings o f the survivors of his work.
The man has taken at least one life ancfheen sentenced to give his in
return. Instead, he languishes in prison. He is no doubt in the process
of filing one of the many appeals that will buy him more time and quite
possibly his survival.

Unfortunately there is no appeal for his victim or victims. Someone
is dead at this man's hand and there is no changing that. Death is final.
the Easterner remains oblivious to But a death sentence is far from final. For death row residents, there
the offensive nature of this are endless appeals, legal bargaining and hopefully a loophole that will
material to women, you are guilty grant them the life they denied their victims.
of complacency and mindless sexCapital punishment has provided what might be the greatest
ism.
challenge
to our legal system. The intent of the laws regarding the death
Janet Renzi
penalty is quite clear but in the legal world nothing can be taken for
granted. The same system that frees an admitted killer because his confession is not allowed as evidence in court will also sentence a killer to
die, knowing full well that person will probably die of old age waiting
for his execution.

hearing at almost every college in
the state of Washington last
winter. The majority of
testimonies came from students
and each testimony was
documented and deliberated upon
by the council. Of all testimonies To the Editor:
In the Oct. 17 issue of Newsweek more than 25 pages were devoted to
given, student testimonies were
One year ago I had the pleasure the study of the death penalty. The report examined the case of J.D.
considered most important by the
of visiting the campus of the Autry, a man convicted of killing two persons and crippling another for
council.
University of lllinois. As I walked life during a convenience store robbery. Autry was found guilty and
the halls of the buildings on cam- was sentenced to die by lethal injection. He had been through the apWashington Student Lobby pus I realized something that I felt peals process and been rejected at all turns. On the day of his scheduled
and other student organizations was a gross oversight on our part execution, Autry was strapped into a gurney and the needles were inare all relatively new and have ac- (the industrial technology depart- sterted in his arm. But a team of lawyers from the American Civil
quired an amazing amount of ment at Eastern).
Liberties Union secured his reprieve at the last moment.
credibility in the short time they
Why should the University of
For the time being, Autry lives. For eternity Joe Broussard, and
have existed. Students are.becom- Illinois and nine out of IO other
ing more and more involved in major
Shirley
Drouet are dead.
universities
have
policy making, voting more and photographs of students and
are rapidly becoming an impor- faculty proudly lining their halls
Autry told Newsweek how he fears death and even more how he fears
tant voice in Olympia. Legislators and we do not?
spending the rest of his life in prison. At no time does he ,how any
are listening now, thanks to
Each department at the Univer- remorse for the lives he has taken. He talks instead of the possibility of
·Washington State Lobby and sity of lllinois displays the being in prison for as long as 20 years and how tough that would be for
other student organizations, and photographs of the students who him. What he does not address is how tough life must be for the fiv<>
higher education is climbing have graduated from that depart- children of Drouet; of their knowledge that their mother's life was only
higher on the list of priorities.
ment . . Seeing fhe faces of the worth a six pack of beer to Autry .
generations of students I couldn't
What Newsweek is doing is taking one killer and putting that person
Mr. FitzSimmons did make one help to think how proud those
correct statement. He said that students must feel to have their under a microcope . Does that killer deserve to die? ls his death in any
WSL would be useful in the photographs hung in honor so way going to compensate for the lives he has taken?
future. Considering the contribu- others may see and be inspired.
The decision is for the readers to make, though. Whatever the}
tions WSL has already made to
Why couldn't the industrial
higher education, there are no . technology department at EWU decide will have no bearing on the life of J. D. Autry.
limits to what Washington Stu- be the first to honor its students
It is already an established fact that a majority of the American
dent Lobby can achieve in the on this campus? 1 hope the
public
support the death penalty. This has been demonstrated time and
future.
answer to the question I have just
again when the isue has been put to a vote.
Cristi Moore · posed isn't a matter of apathy.
Tim Severson
The high courts have let state capital punishment laws stand and for
all indications the death penalty is law in most states. What cannot be
overcome are endless legal entanglements. Aucry's life was saved by a
The Op-Ed page is reserved new ruling that requires all persons condemned to die be given a
' for .opposing viewpoints and judicial review to determine if their s~ntences are "proportional" to the
To the editor:
guest editorials. Its purpose is sentences given to criminals ~onvicted of simila r crimes.
1 was both offended and disap- that of a foru,n for ideas imWhat this latest legal stumbling block means is all murderers should
pointed by the Two Fingers portant lo our readers and
face
the same fate as their fellow murderers.And if that fate is not death
advertisement that appeared on rebullals to stands taken by
then
so much the better as far as the American Civil Liberties Union is
page 13 of the Oct. 13, 1983 ·issue
The Easterner staff The paper concerned. It is a ~hame murder victims O F their families have no such
of The Easterner.
welcomes submissions to the escape routes. A law designed to seek an eye for an eye is only seeing
I was offended by the blatant
exploitation of a woman as the Op-Ed page. Drafts should be our tax dollars being wasted through manipulation by high-priced
means by which a company sells double or triple spaced, neatly lawyers.
.
its product (i.e. tequila), and typed and of interest to our
In most cases of murder, the dead are deaa and the murderers are
disappointed in The Easterner's readers.
alive. Our law says that it is possible to put to death thepersons who
editorial staff for allowing such
take lives while at the same time it also p'tevents us from doi!lg so.
an advertisement to be used in our
It is the American justice system at its worst. Convicted criminals
The Easterner reserves the
school paper.
who
break the law in the most severe fashfon are now using the law to
As long as such objectional and right to edit all copy submit- hide.
- -- - . offensive material is allowed in ted. 'JI is our hope that this adThis is obviously what the death row inmate in Arizona is doing. To
print, women will be held in this dition will perpetuate a free acknowledge his request would~ to acknowlege his right to live. And
stereotyped role. And as long as l/low of ideas and discussion.
that will not happen _here.
· -

Student photos
in ha11s

'Two Fingers' ad

--
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Movie Critic
"All the Right Moves," unlike
many movies aimed at teenagers
today, portrays the growth of a
particular teenager without focusing almost perversely on sex.
From the previews, I had the
idea that this was going to be a
movie about high school football.
Because of that, I wasn't sure I
wanted to see it, since I have
never been interested in football.
However, I was surprised at
how little football there actually
was in the movie, and by the fact
that it wasn't really about football at all.
"All the Right Moves" is about
teenagers growing up. It is much
more realistic than other teenage
movies (i.e. those in the
"Porky's" genre), in that it deals
with sex in a realistic way, and not
as one's primary goal. The
teenagers in this film are concerned with other things, like college
and their futures.
The movie takes place in the little town of Ampipe, Pennsylvania. Most of the population
is employed by the American P ipe
and Steel Mill, for which the town
is named, and many of them are
being laid off. For this reason,
especially, the kids in high school
are right to be worried about their
futures.
The main character in the film
is Stefan Djordjevic, played by
Tom Cruise. He is a senior at Ampipe High, and is a good football
player. The coach says of him,
" He's good, he's got talent. He's

a-1

1-hrTw'llosisthat
goes beyond
entertainment and
BSP, an original
comic parody

''One of the
most requested
acts on college
campU88S today."
-Newsweek

of ESP.

'All the Right Moves'

By Cassie Andrews

&.

is no teen sex romp
using me." This is true, Stef is using the fact that he' s a good football player to get a scholarship for
a college where he can become an
engineer.
The coach is also using the
team -- h~'s trying to get a job as a
coach at a college. He, like most
of tht! high school kids, wants to
get out of Ampipe.
The previews for this movie
also make the coach look like the
bad guy of the film, · which he
isn't. He is only human, and admits that he makes mistakes. He
doesn't set out intentionally to
hurt anyone.
Stef makes a mistake, by committing a pass interference during
the game, after the coach has
warned him about it., then the
coach makes a mistake in telling
the team how to handle a play.
The combination of events loses
the game for Ampipe, and in the
locker room afterwards there are
accusations. At this time, Stefan
tells the coach it was his fault, and
the coach kicks Stef off the team.
The title "All the Righ t
Moves" refers to the things that
Stefan has to do to set things righ t
for himself, and not to the game
o f football, as I originally
suspected.
This is a good movie about
teens and their problems, and it
only touches on teenage sex as a
part of growing up, not as the
main theme of the show.
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I like it, and would recommend
it to anyone who wants to see a
movie about high school kids that
isn't just another teenage sex
romp.

"High Road to China"
The campus movie this
weekend (Friday and Sunday
nights at 7 p.m. in the Showalter
Auditorium) feat ures Tom
Selleck in his first film-starr ing
role.
He plays a pilot who is hired by
a flapper (t.his movie is set in the
twenties) to find her father, who
had disappeared some years
before, so she can prove that he
isn't dead .
They go flyng off all over the
place, and they often seem to
forget the purpose of the flight,
and who is supposed to be
answering to whom .
This movie did fairly well during its fi rs t run in Spokane, mainly because of the Tom Selleck
fans . Looking past him and at the
movie itself may not be such a
good idea. It has a lot of problems.
The main thing that bothered
me about this film was the end,
when everything seems great, except that it leaves them in China. I
wonder if perhaps they are setting
themselves up for a sequel to be
titled " Low Road Home from
China."
There are also a couple scenes
of the lead "bad guy" that don't
seem to belong in the movie at all,
but like someone forget to edit
them out. They really distract
from the res t of the movie.
" High Road to China" will not
play on Saturday night, because
on that night Tom Deluca, the
hypnotist, will perform at 8 p.m.
in Showalter Auditorium.

Students should
pick up ID cards
Hundreds of unclaimed identification cards sit in the student
services office.
"I don't know why people
don't get them. They're free,"
said Diane Shaw, secretary.
All registered students and
f acuity can pick up their cards
and have their picture taken and
attached anytime during office
hours, she said.
The card can be used when conducting university business,
doubles as a campus library card
and allows
for
discounts
on various activities, Shaw said.
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Profile

Look

before you bite
By Tami Riley
Q: How nutritious are fast-food meals?
Some fast-food meals mav be more nutritious than others, but
in /g eneral they are high in calories, fat _and salt. Generally, fastlood meals supply less than one-tmra 01 yuur aauy requirement
for biotin, folacin, pantothenic acid, vitamin A, iron, and copper. All of these nutrients perform a variety of functions in
growth and life-support. If you eat fast-food meals regularly, I
reco~mend that your other meals include such nutritious foods
as lean meats, beans, yellow and dark-green leafy vegetables, and
a variety of fresh fruit to help overcome the deficiencies of fastfoo~ meals.
.
Q: Should you avoid foods that contain additives?
T~ere are very few foods today that do not contain any additives. Food additives do have some im.portant benefits, such as
reducing the danger of food poisoning, preserving food to ensure
a greater variety all year round, and enhancing flavors. Still,
there is. always some degree of hazard when we take additional
chemicals into our bodies. Rather than trying to eliminate all
foods with additives, try limiting "convenience" foods to avoid
many unnecessary additives . Read food labels and compare products for their additives.
To learn more about food additives and their uses in food, attend the Food Additives Workshop Nov . 10 at the Student Nutritional Awareness Center in Hargreaves I l 7.
If you have any questions about nutrition submit them to The
Easterner's office by Wednesday afternoon .

Math is no problem for Murray
By Susan Enslow
Staff Writer
"Don't make us out to be oddballs, but mathematicians are
sometimes socially awkward
because they are so absorbed
internally,"-- Wa-Chung Hsiang,
Princeton University.
Some people might think Sue
Murray is an oddball because she
functions well in the field of
mathematics. I found her to have
a delightful sense of humor, trying to overcome shyness, and battling with the idea that she might
sound egotistical or boring.
Murray, 23, is hoping to gel her
master's in math and computer
science when she completes this
fall quarter. How unusual can
you be when you've worked in a
corn dog factory, ran a projector
at the Magic Lantern and claim to
be a fly killer? Sue said, "I'm a
normal person who happens to
have strength in mathematics."
These strengths shine through
when you
learn she is
secretary/treasurer of the Pi Mu
Epsilon for honorary math
students and a member of the Phi
Kappa Phi for honorary students
in the sciences.
Math is a field full of egos and
arrogance almost inescapable
because after all, how many people have enough mathematical
knowledge
to
question
a

1

·Sue Murray is currently working on her masters project (military
tankers). This project wm complete her masters in math and
compuer science at the end of faU:quarter.
(Staff photo by Doreen Bienz)
mathematician? She ponders this
then decides simply, "It's a problem in all fields of work.''
So why does she understand
math, and others don't?
"Probably for the same reason
people understand cooking and I
don't." Murray likes math
because it's defined and logical.
She knows there's an answer out
there somewhere and enjoys the
challenge of finding it.
Sue has taken on the challenge
of finding answers to two problems for her master's projects.

Hypnotist's show Saturday
By Alice Kirkmire
Staff Writer

To many, the name Tom
Deluca is synonomous with
superb entertainment. and this
Saturday at 8 in the Showalter
Auditorium for only $2 Eastern
students will get the opportunity
to see this amazing hypnotist at
his best.
Deluca looks at his show as
therapy--making people laugh,
loosen up, and have a good time.
In his own words, Deluca gives
his unique philosophy towards his
work: "I look at hypnosis and unconscious communication as a
freeing of creative human potential, to change stagnant lifestyles
and achieve goals."
DeLuca began his career as a
hypnotherapist dealing with
psychosomatic disorders. After
four-and-one-half years he
became increasingly aware that .
most of one's problems, emotional as well as communicative,
stem from a negatively. programmed unconscious mind.
It was as a result of this work that
he devised rapid and unique
forms of communication with
others in therapeutic or entertain-

ment situations, enabling him to
induce hypnosis almost instantly,
as well as influence minds
through unconscious communication.
DeLuca, born and raised in
upstate New York, attended the
University of Miami where he
received a B.A. in communications and psychology. He then
continued his education with a
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M.A. from Sangamon State
University in Springfield, Illinois.
His show this weekend should
prove beyond a doubt why
Newsweek magazine called
DeLuca,s act "one of the most requested on college campuses today."
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One, she is doing operations
research on a model for scheduling tanker fleets. Two, this project involved multiplying numbers
larger than most computers can
handle.
A fair question to ask at this
point was does she intimidate her
fellow classmates? She hoped not
and didn't think she did but she
admitted to having a terrible problem with having to be number
one. "If I get a 3. 9 as opposed to
a 4.0 I feel terribly hurt."
Murray teaches two Math 100
classes that help students fulfill
basic skills in mathematics. These
students are accused of having
"math anxiety." Murray said, "l
plead the Fifth Amendment on
the existence of math anxiety."
She thinks that if it does exist it
only stems from other anxieties.
And the way to overcome it, she
suggested, was to learn how to·
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Unassuming Redden lets
his accomplishments talk

Eagles
stop
Cougaris

..

thlete -- often referred to as jock -- are typically stereotyped as
cocky, tuck-up prima donnas.
All- tate honors and notoriety in nationally acclaimed and widely
read p rep and college publications tag most of the standouts.
Freshman Class AAA all-state free safety Garrick Redden
has gained all those honors and much more. Yet he must be the most
tranquil, humble, just-get-the-job-done-and-let-that-do-the-talking
student / athlete to come out of high school in quite some time.
He' not the only one, just of a dying breed.
Awards , honors and success have encircled his life. He comes to
Eastern more than qualified to do a sufficient job for Dick Zornes in
the Eagles' secondary, and with enough academic smarts, too (a 3.7
high school grade point average). He's unsure at this point whether
he wants to pursue a career in business or communications.
Redden isn't exactly a frightening behemoth at 5-foot-11, 175
pounds (and that might be stretching it a bit). It's the intangbiles his knowledge of the game, his impressive vertical jumping ability
and his 4.6 time in the 40-yard dash - that help mold his superior
physical and mental abilities.
·
Like most prep athletes, he
played two positions in football.
Redden quarterbacked Kamiakin
High School (Kennewick) to 7-2
and 8-2 records his junior and
senior seasons, including a state
playoff berth last fall

ETC.,
ETC.,
ETC.

As a quarterback, he passed for
over 1,800 yards and threw for 22
touchdowns .

\

GREG LEE

But it was his accomplishments on the densive side of the line of
scrimmage that had college teams heavily recruiting his services.
He graduated from Kamiakin last June as record holder in several
defensive statistical catagories: career interceptions, 23 ; career
unassisted tackles, 127. His senior year he picked off 11 aerials.
And he was nominated as AllAmerican defensive back by
Street & Smith's and USA Today.
"Honors and the all -state
nominations - that ' s a thrill to
anyone," Redden said. l 'll always
cherish playing in a quality program and for Coach (Dan) Purple
and playing well and being part of
a successful program with my
~ · GARRICK
dad. I've got a lot of happy
REDDEN
moments."
Redden's father, Ron, coaches the defensive backs on Kamiakin's
11-man staff.
Redden's most vivid highlight among many highlights last year
cam when his team knocked off cross-town rival Kennewick (also a
Class AAA team) 20-18 to ruin Kennewick's playoff and secure
Kamiakin's. In that game, he passed for three TD's and intercepted
three passes.
Redden has started Eastern's last two games. His first collegiate start was against Northern Arizona. With Steve White starting at quarterback (also from Kamiakin High School), it's a reunion of sorts. When White was a senior, Redden was in eighth
grade. But even as a young underclassman, Redden attended all
Kamiakin games with his dad and warmed up with White on the
sideline.
Football wasn't Redden's lone sport in high school. He was a starting point guard for three seasons for the basketball team and he
qualified for the state track and field championships four different
years in the 300-meter hurdles, long and triple jumps and the mile
relay .
"I'd like to build up my body this winter, spring and next summer," Redden said. "I couldn't get the chance in high school
because of the transition from one sport to another. I didn't have a
lot of time." At Cheney, Redden is here to play football, his number
one love.
He doesn't mind stating the reason he chose Eastern over the likes
of Montana State, the University of Montana, Idaho State, Air
Force , Navy and a host of Ivy League schools .
"I Ii ke his concepts and coaching philosophies concerning the
secondary," Redden said of Zornes, a strong safety himself for the
Eagles during the mid 1960s. "He will teach me a lot."
1'.edden comes from the Tri-Cities, an area that's been full of
gridiron talent the past IO years. For example~ Richland's Mark
Kafentzis, after spending time under Zornes' tutelage at Columbia
Basin College and time at the University of Hawaii, had landed a
secondary position with the Baltimore Colts; his brothers Kurt, Kent
and Kyle are all at Hawaii; John Wunderlich, Tom Cushing, Mike
Schuster and Mark Bircher, (Richland players), are aJl at
Was hington State; Craig Robinson and Cal Loveall of Kennewick
arc a t Idaho; Michael Jackson, starting linebacker for the
Seahawks, prepped at Pasco; and now Redden has graduated to the
co llege ranks where he hopes to enjoy a successful career. In fact
Eastern' s career interception mark is 18, certainly within reach of
Redden, barring injury.
"[ ' m free to roam just like the term (free safety)" Redden said of
his positon. 'I'm like a centerfielder in baseball. I'm a receiver on
defense.''
At this point all Redden wants to do is "help the program grow"
he said. "I think we've proved we can be competeive in the Big
Sky."
Interestingly, Redden had an uncle play football for Eastern during the early 60s. His uncle, Keith Vradenburg, started at center for
Eastern in '63 when the Eagles lost to Central Washington 14-13 at
Woodward Field. Redden's father was the starting running back for
the Central team of '63 that celebrated its 20-year reunion of th.e 10.
0 season last Saturday in Ellensburg.
After six games, Redden has five pass breakups and 13 tackles to
his credit in just six quarters of full-time duty. '
Those figures will increase as the season and his career progress.
And the interceptions will come, too. Redden knows his abilities,
talents and weaknesses, but you wouldn't hear him boasting about
them.

TOUGH TIMES -- E\\'U volleyball coach Barb Moe must find a
way to motivate her team in the second half of Mounlain West
(Photo by Brad Garrison)
Athletic Conference action.

orts

Led by Holly Weber's 20 kills,
the most one-match kills in the
past three seasons, Eastern
dumped
Washington
State
University 16- 14, 0-15, 15-8, 15-3
Tuesday night in Pullman.
The win improved Eastern's
overall record to I 9- I 7, 13-13
against NCAA teams.
Eastern defeated Washington
State for the third time this
season. The hapless Cougars have
managed just one victory in 18
matches.
As Eastern prepares for the second half of its Mountain West
Athletic Conference slate, it must
face the seven MW AC teams
without the services of starters
Sara Ufford and Signy Novak,
both out with injuries.
EWU, 0-7 in Mountain WAC
competition, will host the University of Idaho next Tuesday and
Boise State on Friday.
Both games begin at 7:30 p.m.
at Reese Court.
Conference
standings after first-half net action are: Montana, 7-0 in conference, 16-5 overall; Portland
State, 6-1, 17-4; Weber State 4-3,
15-8; Montana State, 4-3, 12-10;
Boise State, 4-3, 10-10; Idaho 2-5,
18-12; Idaho State 1-6, 7-20;
Eastern Washington, 0-7, 19-17.

EWU posts win No. l
By Colin Cowhe.-li
Sports Staff Writer
Prior to Eastern's Homecoming battle against the Montana
Tech Orediggers, Coach Dick
Zornes was concerned his troops
were not taking Tech seriously .
After a 38-0 handling of Tech
Saturday, one must believe the
Eagles weren't about to kid
around.
Behind Steve White's welldirected darts and Joe Kniffen's
nifty scampers, Eastern raised its
record to 1-5 and will now take a
week off in order to prepa.re itself
for an Oct. 29 bout with Division
I Long Beach State.
After being halted on their
opening two drives, Eagle
linebacker Tom Kinney intercepted Tech's Greg Miller on
the visitor's 45-yard line.
From there, Eastern's Tim
Bradbury collected 19 and 6-yard
receptions and Kniffen bolted for
a 3-yard TD run to cap a 55-yard,
six-play march.
The Orediggers then turned in
what may have been their premier
series of the afternoon. Using
pass interference and personal
foul calls to aid them, Tech seemed to find a defensive flaw.
That flaw turned out to be
flawless, and Eastern's defense
held.
White then found freshman
flanker Tracy Poffenroth deep on
the series' opening play. Neatly
disposing of one tackler, Poffenroth raced to the Eagle 10.
After Jeff Haack and Craig
Givens run, White slipped in for
Eastern's Grea Borchers (52) holds a Montana Tech Oredigger on an
the half's final points, and a I 3-0
attempted
Eagle field goal. EWU won Us homecoming game, 38-0.
EWU cushion.
(Photo by Doreen Bienz)
The half-time bulge was
nothing new to the E-men, who
Kniffen scored two more times. yards in a 48-6 victory. Against
had led or were tied at intermis- Dave Marriott booted a 38-yard Montana Tech, he scored three
sion in all of their other contests field goal and matters had been times and gained 42 yards of 12
before succumbing. Versus the settled before Montana Tech carries.
Diggers; EWU rewrote the script.
The Eagles will now get ready
realized what ·had hit it.
Saving the accolades until after
Still, Zornes praised the op- for a Long Beach State brigade
the halftime horn, Eastern began position. "They're a pretty good that is directed by All-America
the third stanza fighting like a
candidate, quarterback Todd
foofball team," he said.
bull engorged with poisoned proDefensive back Jerry Kaiser Dillon. The brother of Wilbert
ngs.
was the highlight of special teams. Montgomery, the Philadelphia
Ken Baker snared White's sw- He returned punts five times for Eagles' star halfback, will also be
ing pass with only 2: 13 elapsed 79 yards, including one featurd in the 49er attack.
from the quarter clock and he touchdown for 48 yards before
The Oct. 29 tiff is scheduled for
then outran two Tech defenders 'being driven out of bounds.
Spokane's Joe Albi Stadium. A
44 yard for six points.
Kniffen, meariwnile, recorded Greater Spokane Leage contest
White completed 16 of 18 'a n outstanding homecoming con- featuring Shadle Park and Cenpasses for 245 yards. His comple- test effort for the ·second con- tral Valley will be played before
tion percentage of 88.9 is believed secutive year. Last year Kniffen the Eagle aame as part of a preto be an Eastern record.
bowled over Simon Fraser for 107 colleae double dip.

◄
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Central Invite next for Eagles
By Gordon Wittenmyer
Sports ~taff Writer

Easlern's Craig "Goose" Givens picks up shor~ yardage against
Montana Tech l~st Saturday.
(Photo by Doreen Bienz)

Statistics
1983 EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL STATISTICS

!through Oct. Is, 19831
Date Opponent [Attendance)
EWU
at Bofse State 116,8231
14
S 17 Idaho State (1,503)
13
S 24 Weber Stat• (1,927)
17
24
0 1 at Idaho [12,5001
0 II at Northern Arizona [4:2451 21
0 15 Hontana Tech [2,322)
38
0 29 Cal State Long Beach
ti 5 Hontana State
N 12 Montana
ti 19 Portland Stdte
S 10

[WU
OPPONENTS

28
27

50
20

32
24

fwf>ri1ae Pos s ess 1 on

103
34
61
8
202
711
242

469
78 . 2
7
244
141
. 5 7!3
1553
258 . 8

ll
9
446
2022
337 , 0

4.SJ
16
14/IS
1/ 1
5/8
18/145
4 / 65
7 / 127
f.3 ' 1675
0 /39.0
14 /5
49/ 451
41/1 05
29 : 30

r I mp

)3

20
21
38
22
0

Pi !UTI IIG

no

y ds

Knowlton

J1

1675

tcb

RUSHIIIG
Haack
Kniffen
Givens
K. Baker
l~aacson
Jar11es
Floch
r.edden
Knowlton

83
43
13
12
8
3
2
2

I

White

17 --- 127
63 --- 134

EWU

fOTAL FIR ST oarns
First Downs Rus hing
First Oowns Passing
First Downs Penalti es
RU Sill NG ATTEH PTS
Yards Ga tned
Yards Lost
11e t Yard s Ga i ned
Avera ge Per r.ame
Touc hdown s
PASS I IIG ArTEHPTS
~H ses r.cmpl eted
pe rcentage
Ydrds Gained
Average Pl'r Gt me
Passes lla d Intercepted
Touchdowns
PLAYS FROM SCR 111MAG(
!let Yd r ds Ga i ned
Average Per Game
Avera qe Per PI ay
TOTAL rrlUCIIOO\ltlS
Extr a Points
Two-Po; nt Conve,·s ions
Cf,, Jd Goals
Punt Re t urns/Yards
i c ~off Returns/ Yards
Interreot ions/ Yards
Punts/ Yuds
011.d/Avg
f'ult'(J i l's / Los
Penalt1 s / Y,1rds
~hi rd Oown Co nvers ions

OPP

OPP
107
44

56
7
231
932
191
74 1
123.5
7
231
11 4
• 494
136 3
227 . 2
7
9
462
2104
350.7
4. 55
16
14 /14
0/2
8/12
24 / 177
19 /2 93
8/1 14
42/1669
0 /39 . 7
9/4
45/348
28/103
30 : 30

avg 19
3?. 0 SJ

37

PASSIIIG
Whf te
James
Redden

yg yl

pa

pc

pct.

yds

134
7
0

.596
.389
. 000

1375
178
0

-

SCOR IIIG
Ma r ri Ott
Kniffen
K. Baker
llaack
Ri chardson
Wn ite
Bradbury
G. J ohnson
Poffenroth

td

7
l
0

yg

avg
14 , 9
5. 0

6
5

5
3

32
67

9
8

xp l
14 x l5

2 70
3 10
0 24
0 13
0 20
0 17
0
3
0
2
0 -17
7
2

lg

pf td

403
109
259
191
103
104
74
80
65
62

pc
27
22
20
13
12
11

RECEIVING
Richard son
Haa ck
Bradbury
Poffenroth
J acobson
'l ea
Kniffen
Give ns
K. 0,1ker
Ri l ey
Isa acson
G. John son

lg

td

avg

225
18
1

7

2
0

lg

td
2

93
12
42
51
19
27
21
23
44
18

0
1

IJ .O
14 . 7

I

!3.6

0
0

9. 5
8. 2
10 .0
10.8
12 . 4

I
0
3
0
0
l

5.3
22. 3
xp2

93
80
0

fg
SxB

10
57

pt s

4
3
2

2
2
1
1
1

29
26
18
12
12
12
6
E
6

K',!' KOf'F RE nJRIIS
Richar dson
I
f' l oyd
Puyear

no

yds

av g

lq

2

~6

I
l

17
2

23.0
17 .0
2.0

3~
17

PUNT i!ETURIIS
Puyear
Kais er
Con no r s

no

yds

avg

lg

! 17
I

9.0
8.4
1.0

12
48
l

IIITERC(PTI OII R[TURIIS
( 11 Iott

FlfL D GOAL 'i : ' a r r1 ott ( 42) ( 53)10(25)( 42 )4~ 40
( 38 l

nyg

4, 3
370 10 360
144 II 133
3. I
67
6
4. 7
61
2, 7
34
2 32
3.6
30
1
29
17
5
4.0
12
0.0
3
3
0
2 14 -12 -6,0
0 17 -17 - 17.0
44 173 - 129 -3.5

3
14
l

:.7

yds

lg

48

l

26

48
28

I
I

25
21
. 5
0
0

21
5
0
0

1

I
l

Smith
Jewelers
The place to go
for your repairs ·
& jewelry needs

2

no
I

Granger
Friese
Puye ar
Kinney
Con nors
Cor des

The EWU cross country Invitational last Saturday resulted in a
host victory by the Eagle women,
led by Michelle Ballentine's firstplace finish.
Meanwhile, the men battled to
a ninth-place finish against the
likes of PAC-10 teams
Washington, Oregon and Oregon
State at the Oregon Invitational
last Sunday.
Ballentine's leading time was
21 :41.3 while Carolyn Darcy
finished third with a 21 :55.6
mark, and Cheryl Yoke took
eighth.
''Progression's been great,''
said women's coach Deborah
Tannehill of the season. "Basically, the whole team is improving a
lot."
But the season hasn't run quite
that smoothly. "We've had a few
injuries," Tannehill said. A
"severely anemic" Bobbi Annette
has been sidelined but may run
this weekend. Cheryl Flom, out
with a stress fracture in her foot
suffered last spring, may also
compete this week but only if the
possibility of re-injury is
minimal.
The EWU women travel -to the
Central Washington University
Invitational next Saturday for a
meet that will serve as only a
prelude to the following week's
University of Washington Invitational, according to Tannehill.
The Oct. 29 UW meet will be
"one of the most difficult."
On Nov. 5 the Eastern ladies
will compete for the Mountain
West Athletic Conference championship and a chance to advance
to the NCAA District 8 meet, held
the next weekend. Pending a top
finish there, the next step would

408 1st, Cheney

75

(across from Goofys)

Watch Out For/'

'The Look Out''

Quality New and Used Cloth.i ng For 1·.1en and Women
Across from Showalter Hall - 5th at College

You Are What ·You Write!
~

You are judged by the quality of your written work;
so it's vital that your resumes and term papers have
a neat, professional appearance.
Bev's Secretarial has been performing word processing services for students at prices they can
afford for over seven years.

•RESUMES
Are professionally organized and typeset
for $15. Copies are printed on heavy rag
stock, $30 per 100.

•'TERM PAPERS
Set on IBM word processor, $1.50 per
page (including a spelling or grammatical
correction).

~~ ~~ & !J~'"t $ ~
W. 34 Mission, Spokane (509) 327~8836
t (.

I

be the NCAA Division I Nationals on Nov. 21.
"Realistically, we have to face
..t..he fact that we are just entering
Division I," Tannehill said of the
qualifying meets. "I don't have
any idea where that will put us."
In Eugene, Mark Hoitink, with
a 31 :21 time, and Darryl Genest,
at 31 :23, led Eastern with 38th
and 39th respective finishes
enroute to a ninth-place team
,showing at the Oregon Track
Club Invitational. Mike McGlade
took 62nd place; Duke Batchelor,
66th place; and Jeff Enzler finished 70th .
"We performed very well,"
. said men's coach Jerry Martin.
"It was easily our best race of the
year."
Martin said that McGlade may
not have turned in what would be
considered as one of his "normally good" performances due to
cramps suffered in the race, but
he added that "Enzler ran exceptionally well for a freshman."
"I felt really good about the
race," Martin said.
As for placing ninth of eleven
teams, Martin pointed out the difficulty in recording finishes that
"look good" in "such a highpowered race." He noted that the
participants in the race included
prospective Olympic runners.
The Eagle men and women are
running in the CWU Invitational
this weekend. "We expect to do
real well there,'· Martin said.
Three weeks from this Saturday
the team will run in the NCAA.

Let OWL

AND THEY'RE OFF -- The
women take off in lhe EWU
Invitational lasl Saturday.
(Pholo by Gene Dietzen)

Division I Regional Championships, where Martin said, "we
hope to survive."
The NCAA I National Championships will be held on Nov. 21,
but the EWU footsters will have
to win at Regionals first. "I don't
have any aspirations of winning,"
Martin said of that meet.

PHARMACYN

HELP YOU WITH ALL YOUR
Halloween Party needs . ·
._ Cheney's Halloween headquarters
for college students
•Adult masks
•Theater makeup
•Party decorations
•Plus much , much more!!!

.; COME SEE US FOR IDEAS
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.Crafty deer escape
hunters' first round
By Steve Hayes
Outdoors Writer

Irv Leifer (right) accepts the Distinguished Alumni Award.
Friday
he was inducted into the Iniand Empire's Sports Hall of · Fame.
(Photo by Doreen Bienz)

United
Ministries
Pastoral Epistle
We of the United Ministries are very concerned about recent
actions taken by the Associated Student Council in considering
the nomination of M.J. Welte to fill a vacancy on the Council.
The process by which the Council considered M.J.'s nomination: poor attendance at his interview; perhaps naive biases in the
kinds of questions asked; the request for a secret ballot, when, in
the following week, white students were approved by voice vote;
and the woeful inadequacy of reasons given in rejecting his
nomination strongly suggests that racism was an issue in the
Council arriving at a decision. It appears that M.J. Welte was rejected on the basis of what he is and not who he is. This is not apparently the first time that race or ethnicity has been an issue.
The E.W.U. community provides a rich opportunity to encounter and dialogue with persons whose roots lie in other nations and people who reflect the pluralism which is America. Too
often I have heard Christian students talk prejudiciously of
foreign students. It seems that we do at times see the stranger in
our midst as a non-person or too much trouble in getting to know.
The Christian faith calls us to dialogue and to understand and
respect those who, though different than us are still God's
children. The history of slavery and exploitation in our country is
still an obstacle to our societys' quest for equal justice. Our
xenophobia blinds us to the reality that we are, with the exception
of Native Americans, a nation of immigrants. Too often, we who
are the Church, become lax in living out our calling to be God's
People: Sunday morning at 11 a.m. is still the most segregated
hour of the week. Forgive us our sins. Lord help us to build
bridges and not walls. Let us take advantage of the unique opportunity we have at Eastern to meet and learn from our peers and
model justice and concern for our entire community.
Leadership in student government is an opportunity to exercise
responsible decision-making on behalf of the best interests of the
entire community and not merely the self-interest of the representatives. The Council's actions have served to create mistrust, promote suspicion and devalue the contributions of minoritie5,on our
campus and in student government.
We therefore call upon the Council to develop and pass
unanimously a resolution which affirms the contribution of
minorities and specifically invites their participation in the work
of student government; creates programs of cross-cultural
dialogue; and specifically deplores racism, sexism, classism and
creedalism on the campus. If members of the Council are unwilling to accept such a positive role in facilitating the development
of humane community, they should resign.

\
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Ed
Fellowship Group meets Sundays, 6:30 p .m. at K-House.
Bible Study /Fellowship Thursdays at 7 p.m.
Fall Retreat - Oct. 21-23. $10-families, children are welcome.

Chriati&n Chuch
524 Sib

235-4148
Putor John Myen

United Cba.rcb of Chriat
423 N. ltb
. 235-4193
Tb••••· Bal llodle

St. Paal'• Epiacopal Cba.rch
United Metbocllat Cbuda
7th and C
4th uut G
235-6150
235-4600
The Rev. Caryl Manh
TIie Rev, Wayne Schaab
SUN. FELLOWSHIP 7 PM It-BOUSE
TIIVJlS. ■18LE STUDT AND FELLOWSHIP 7 PM It-BOUSE
K-GROUPS an formlag, call for bafo.
MEN'S GROUP ill formiDt, ~ for info.

a campus m;nistry of ...
fl

AMERICAN BAPTIST CONVENTION
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST)
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
fHE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, U .S. A.
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
UNITED METHODIST CHU,RCH
THE REV. EDWARD T . CHURCH
DIRECTOR AND CAMPUS MINISTER
K-HOUSE
N. 9TH AND ELM
~
CHENEY, WA 99004
~ - ):
(509) 235-2500
235-2732
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To the dismay of most deer
hunters
in
Eastern
Washington,
the crafty
animals that they annually
pursue just didn't cooperate
on opening day. Many hunters
will have to wait until this
weekend before they can hang
their tag from the glossy
antlers of a buck.
Some areas produced more
deer than others but the
average hunter went home
empty handed after the big
weekend. This is not unusual
though, according to Steve
Zens er,
northeast-area
biologist for the Washington
Game Department.
"Hunters are having a pretty good success in Lincoln
County," Zenser said. But as
usual, pressure was heavy in
this area. Zenser said that 60
percent of the deer harvested
in Lincoln County are usually

taken on opening weekend and
that about 80 percent of these
are yearlings.
One hunter in 13 checked at
the Deer Park game station on
Sunday had the pleasant chore
of baning venison that evening. Some 1,115 hunters were
checked coming out of the
northeastern corner of the
state, about 50 less than last

year.
Zenzer thought, that the
below-average pressure might
have been a result of the dry,
warm weather over the
weekend. He said that hunters
are spread out now, but won't
be when late buck season rolls
around. The bucks will be rutting then and in most cases less
wary.
Deer hunting in Ferry County wasn't "real good" Zenzer
said, but this was probably
because of a new law in the
Boulder Unit of Ferry County.
Hunters there can only shoot
buck deer having at least three

points on one side of their
rack. The Game Department is
hoping to produce some bigger
bucks in this area for quality
hunting.
The prospectors for the rest
of the season in most of
Eastern Washington doesn't
look too bad according to
John Andrews, regional
biologist for the Game Department. He said that the cool,
rainy weather predicted for
this weekend will mean a
'' tremendous improvement
for the hunter since most
noises are muffled. Andrews
said that the weather over last
weekend was "not real conducive to hunting" and that
success is normally higher during rainy weather.
Both biologists agreed that
the best place a hunter could
go to fill his tag is to an area
that they are familiar with.
The hunter needs every edge
he can get and being in a
familiar area is the first big
step toward success.

••••

'BIGGER
JUICIER
BURGERS'

coupon expires Oct. 26, 1983
1204 · 1st Cheney

235-6126

Poaching was not a major
problem during the opener but
Game department officials
had no probelm finding
violators. Zenser noted several
tagging problems and said that
night hunting and spotlighting
are on the increase.
One problem that is annoying officials is the instances
where hunters shoot deer on
private land from a roadside
and then trespass to recover
the animal. Department officials then have to waste their
time settling disputes between
the landowners and the
hunters when they could be
looking for more serious
violators.
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3 A.S. Council
Positions
Candidates must maintain a 2.3 GPA,
have attended Eastern the previous
quarter (not including summer) and
carry at least 6 credits. Applications
available in the A. S. office, located in
the 3rd floor of the PUB Room 30].
Filing closes 11/3/83.
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Guides
for sale
Eastern's most complete football media guide is still on sale for
$3.
Complete . biographical information on Eastern coaches and

October 29, 1983
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athletic directors and statistical
information, including all-time
records, are listed in the guide.
For a copy of the 1983 Media
Guide, contact Jim Price, Spor\s
Information Director, at 3596334. If mailing a check, make it
payable to EWU Sports Information.

For Quality
and PriCe
We deliver gasoline,
diesel and lubricants

Bill's FILLS
838-5047
Eagle linebacker Matt Manning stops Montana Tech running back Dan Ardery. (Photo by Doreen Bienz)

103 First -

235-4400
Cheney

Bradbury
providing
leadership
By Bill Akers
Sports Staff Writer
Senior Tim Bradbury has an
unenviable task of playing tight
end for Eastern. Notoriously the
tight ends in the rugged sport are
overlooked. They have the tough
assignment of portraying the big
offensive lineman, ~ut at the
same time they must be an offensive threat.
Bradbury has taken the task
and handled it very well this year
for the Eagles and head coach
Dick Zornes. Last year Bradbury
split the tight end duties with Guy
Johnson. Neither one of them
were too happy about that, he
recalls. •'Of course we both
wanted to play more than the
ocher, buc the coaches make the
decisions. We (Guy and himself)
were slill friends," he said.
Originally Zornes had planned
co redshirt Bradbury this season
and play Johnson. However, that
quickly changed when Johnson
developed a bone spur in his foot
and now is hampered by a stress
fracture.
So instead of sitting this year
ouc, Bradbury has more than
fulfilled his role as both offensive
threat and the offensive lineman.
Often a target of key-situation
passes, Bradbury has hauled in
twenty passes at an a¥erage of
nearly 13 yards a grab during
Eastern' s struggling 1-S start.
When asked his opinion about
the first five losses he replied that
he wasn't really sure. One thing
that he did stress was that the

-

Reach for it. Coors Light.

Eagles were neither down nor out.
"We aren't losers," he said,
adding, "the Big Sky teams
weren't any' better than we were.
It was just a matter of us putting
together a complete football
game."
Bradbury explained that he
really hasn't been keeping up with
the Eagles; remaining opponents'
records, but said that he and his
teammates were confident and
would just play them one at a
time.
When asked if football was in
his future plans in terms of a
-career , Bradbury said definitely
not. He is a marketing major
from Puyallup who hopes to get
his degree in the summer quarter
and test the job market.
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Race claimed as fa Ctor
in cOuncil post rejection
By Cal FitzSimmons
Editor

~

-

.
Ray Chisolm draws a crowd

(Staff pholo by Brad Garrison)

Preacher speaks
By Kalene Phillips
Traveling evangelist Ray Chisolm spoke last Thursday afternoon
in front of the PUB to more than 100 people.
" No two Christians agree alike, but they love alike," he answered
to question about christianity and its doctrines.
Clutching hi s Bible, Chisholm spoke for nearly an hour about
Jesus Christ, sometimes houting, and sometime reading scriptures.
Audience reaction ranged from yells of " right on brother," to
quiet comments th?t "religion is such a personal thing people don' t
want to hear it."
Chisholm said he has been compelled by the love of Jesus to
preach on campuses since 1972. He is returning to his ?Orne in
California soon but said he would return to Eastern next spnng.
and and conference for leaders
from a three-state area discussing
ways for their regions to further
cooperate, he said, and added
that some upcoming state House
and Senate budget committee
meetings will be held at the
center.
Both Shaber and Frederickson
have talked to some legistalors
and have been told that the
report's recommendation will
probably be approved. "One very
important member of the house
of representatives had indicated
that we won't face any problems," the president said .

Center
. .. conlinued from page I

The report also includes an
EWU proposal to make about
$830,000 in capital improv.ements
to the center. This would include
more classrooms on the upper
floors, and converting the basement and parking area for
classroom and other uses, the
report said. It recommended that
Eastern not undertake these improvements until the school
receives appropriate state-level
approval of its program and
enrollment increases.
Board chairman Shaber also
said the proposal needed to be
looked at further. "That's a heck
of a lot of money," he said.
While he does see a need for fire ,
escapes and more classrooms on
the upper floors, other needs may
be mer by scheduling more activities during the day, when more
space is available, he said .
Both Frederickson and Shaber
said the further development of
EWU 's Spokane programs are a
high priority to the University.
" I' m happy with the number of
activities that have been taking
place, ' Shaber said. The Spokane
center recently was the site for a
pa nel discussion reviewing the
president's report on education

Profile
. . . continued from page 7

learn, step by step. She thinks
people have stigmas toward math
like her stigma towards cooking.
Teaching is a possibility for
Murray's future, "not a probability but a possibility and only
on the college level." Or she'd
like to pursue operational
research where she could work
with probability and modeling of
the real world in government or
insurance. "Sounds kind of morbid," she said with a grin.
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Showies
PRESENTS
Thursday Nig.ht

Live Music
Free Peanuts
No Cover
Friday
Afternoon Club
3 to 7:30 PM
$2 Pitchers
50¢ Glasses
Kegs $30

FOR

RENT:

One
bedroom furnished,
$230. One bedroom unfurnished, $215. College Park Apartments.
18 W. 2nd, No. 111,
235-6155.

Letters of protest from two
campus organizations have been
received by the Associated
Students of Eastern Washington
University over procedures the
council used in rejecting M.J.
Welte's bid for a council position .
Felix Boateng, director of the
Black Education Program at
Eastern, and Walter Weaver, vice
president of the Black Student
Union, both expressed concern in
their letters over the way in which
Welte was voted down in his attempt to become a member of the
student council.
"It is very clear from the
available evidence that Mr.
Welte's race is a factor in this unfortunate and bizarre situation,"
Boateng said in his letter.
Welte was attempting to take
over vacant council position
number two Sept. 27 when the
council voted four to thr:ee not to
appoint him. The vote was taken
by ballot rather than a show of
hands. After the meeting, Welte
objected to the way the council
had handled his nomination. He
expressed concern over a line of
questioning council member Peter
Perkins had taken in a selection
interview. Welte said questions

Vets' Corner

Many factors affect stress
By Al Vogel
become angry, depressed, ter" Does your Vietnam ex- rified, or actually relive a
periences or military experience traumatic episode, is found not
affect the way you behave, think only in Vietnam vets, but in
and feel right now? This is a veterans of other wars as well.
"This disorder was recognized
basis. I think it' s a more important question than 'are you by the American Psychiatric
angry,' because anger is a symp- Association in 1981, but the
tom of a number of other kinds of disorder has
been
around
mental disorders," said Dr. Jim as long as wars have ever exBailey of the Mental Hygiene unit isted," said Bailey.
Past traumatic stress sufferers
al the Spokane . Ve·t-trans Administration Hospital in a recent exhibit a number of common
interview.
symptoms, including depression,
According to Bailey, the anger, nightmares of combat exgreater the number of tours in periences, an inability to express
Vietnam, the more friends that feelings, lack of concentration,
dies in Vietnam, the higher the .. and a guilt feeling that "I made it
number of combat events and the back when some of my buddies
less amount of support received didn ' t."
upon returning home, the greater
An estimated 500,000 to
the probability of post traumatic 700,000 Vietnam vets suffer from
stress to the veteran. "But, it post traumatic stress disorders,
doesn't ensure it," said Bailey.
and many of them are unaware of
Post traumatic stress disorder, the reason for their suffering,
in which veterans may suddenly Bailey said.
Post traumatic stress disorder
RESEARCH PAPERS can be divided into two groups,
14,789 to choose from - all subjects!
according to Bailey: acute, in
Rush S2 for the current. 306·page cata·
which the person may experience
log. Custom research & thesis aasis·
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it for six months or less or
lteeearcll, 11322 Idaho Ave., #2otlWA,
chronic,
in which the disorder
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may last for six months or more.
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Bailey emphasized that the
symptoms may not be caused by
post traumatic stress syndrome,
that there may be other reasons
for a veteran's problems,
unrelated to his military service.
''The symptoms are somewhat
misleading, since some symptoms
may overlap other processes going on." As a parallel, Dr. Bailey
explained that if you went to the
hospital with a sore throat, it
could mean a strep throat, or the
fact that you shouted for long
hours the day before, or just a
minor cold.
The VA hospital usually does
not admit a veteran who claims to
be suffering from post traumatic
stress disorder, but accepts patients referred by other agencies.
"Therapy is often painful,"
said Bailey, "but so are other
medical treatments." Therapy
often consists of experiencing the
particular incident in different
ways so you don't relive it time
after time. Acting as a valve, this
therapy ..:an relieve a great deal of
stress to the veteran.
Each veteran is very much an
individual, requiring different
means to help him on his road to

periences are directed to contact
w11t1 111,s cn11prv1
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about relations between Black reconsideration of Welte's apAfricans and Black Americans plication.
that Perkins had asked him were
"Right now we're waiting for a
irrelevant.
response, '' Boateng said. l am
Perkins says the questions were not sure what course of action we
about Welte's position as presi- will take until we get some feeddent of the Black Student Union.
back.
"What I told him was that I
"I reacted mainly on what
understood there was a feeling of Welte told me," Boateng said. " I
disenfranchisement among the am anxious to hear the other side
Black African students concern- of the story."
ing the BSU . I asked him what
Boateng said he has an appointpositive act.ions had he taken as ment to meet with ASEWU Presipresident of the BSU to handle dent Gina Hames next week to
the situation," Perkins said .
discuss the matter.
Perkins says his motivation in
Welte says one of his main
the question was ffnding out
Welte's qualifications as far as points of contention is the way in
relating to students which Perkins which the council voted on the
says is one of the main problems matter without giving him a
chance to speak before all the
ASEWU has .
Earlier this week Perkins had members of Student Council.
Welte says he attended two inannounced his resignation from
the Associated Students citing terviews before his nomination
was voted on.
health reasons.
''There were only three council
"This thing with Welte may
have contributed to my fatigue," members at the first interview and
only Perkins and Hames were at
Perkins said.
He later changed his mind the second interview," Welte
about resigning altogether and in- said.
Hames says the secret vote the
stead stepped down from his
council
took was actually the way
speaker pro-tern position, saying
he would not seek re-election the voting for new members is
when his term expires next mon- supposed to be conducted.
"However, most of the time it
th .
Boateng, in his letter, called for isn't done that way," Hames
a review of the procedures and a said.

sion in Spokane for guidance, or
to call them at 326-6970.
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